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tion coil, or (3) by a magneto furnishing high-tension currents
direct to the sparking plug. The low-tension currents are pro-
duced from a low-tension magneto. There are therefore many
varieties of electric ignition and they may conveniently be set
out thus—
Electric Ignition
i
High tension
 i
Low tension
 
1
Batteries or cells
with     induction
coil 
1
Magneto with
induction coil
(3) 
1
High-tension
magneto
(4) 
1
Coils fitted with
tremblers
(1) 
1
Coils fitted with
fixed " make-and-break "
(2) 
 Low-tension
magneto
The oldest is (1) and it is still seen fitted to some petrol
engines, although (2) is more common; (3) is relatively rare
but was seen in the early Eisemann system; (5) is common
practice for engines whose speed is below SOOr.p.m. Method
(4) is growing in popularity, and it has the advantage of
being simpler to apply to the engine than (5).
Before describing methods (1), (2) or (3) it will be necessary
to say something about the induction coil. To those versed
in electrical matters it is enough to describe it as a transformer
having a straight iron core and a high ratio of transformation.
160. Induction Coil.—The induction coil consists of a soft
iron core generally consisting of a bundle of straight iron wires,
and on it is wrapped a layer or two of thick insulated copper
conducting wire of the primary—or low-tension—circuit.
Over this are wound many thousand turns of fine insulated
copper wire constituting the secondary—or high-tension—
circuit. About 4 volts are applied to the primary circuit and
the current repeatedly broken and remade by means of the
magnetism of the iron core attracting a small "piece of iron
mounted on a spring which carries the current. As the spring
is attracted inwards it loses contact with a platinum point
and so breaks the current. (To make the break the more

